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HANDLING
SOLUTIONS

LIFT, CONVEY, TRANSPORT, ELEVATE, ROTATE,
TILT, MOVE, SHIFT, LOAD, UNLOAD
We solve your fear of height and weight
Aviation, In-plant solutions, Warehouses, Car Showrooms,
Stockists, Heavy Engineering, logistics, Machine Shops,
Manufacturing Companies, Infrastructure, Buildings,
Construction, Railways, Municipalities, Transformers,
Automotive, Courier, Power Companies, Painting, Printing

Handling Solutions
We have built up our expertise in special product development that will make your
handling much safer, faster and cheaper. We have innovated to produce many products
that are innovative in the approach. Our aim is NOT to build fancy equipment, but to
fulfill your need and give a solution problem that is within your parameters of working.
We are hence able to offer solutions to SME as well as large PSUs and Companies.
Consult us to solve problems!

Scissor Lifts

Fixed scissor lifts from 1 ton to 20 tons can be made as per
specification

Truck Mounted Scissor Lift
can be used in various
industries like tunneling,
highways, bridges,
municipality, aviation , etc.
The sturdy and safe
mechanism is widely used
around India and is a product
of R&D and innovative
improvements in design and
materials.

Towing Scissor Lift upto
16m & optional powered
movement with capacity
upto 1 ton.

Please specify the following for us to quote:
MAX HEIGHT, CAPACITY, PLATFORM SIZE, POWER SUPPLY,
WHEELS, IF FLAMEPROOF, RAILINGS, PIT CONDITIONS

Aerial Working platform to
accomodate one person for
height reach upto 10m can
be battery operated

Handling Solutions
Telescopic Conveyor
The telescopic boom goes all the way
inside a 20’ or 40’ container and can
load and unload loads up to 100 kgs
per package continuously.

Economic Truck Loader
Goods Lift

This utility conveyor is designed to
recover investment in terms of labour
saving in just 4-5 months. The height
can be adjusted both in front and back
and the belt travels on reliable geared
motor with adjustable speed.

Truck Mounted Crane
Tail Lifts

Stackers

Other MHE
Pallet Stackers, Drum Handlers, Battery operated Stackers, Belt Conveyors, Truck Mounted Cranes, Rack & Storage
Equipment, Concrete Shot Creting Machine, Work Positioning Tables, Hydraulic Freight Lift upto 6 ton, Wrecker, Pallet
Truck, Order Picker, Dock Leveler , Gravity Loader Conveyor Systems

Nandan reserves the right to change any specification for betterment without notice
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About the NANDAN Group
Established in 1991, the NANDAN group has diverse offerings in the field of aviation GSE, material handling products,
car parking solutions, aerial access equipment and specialized body building. Based out of four factories around Mumbai,
our products are present in almost every major city. Our core strengths of in-house design, customer friendly approach as
well as the built up infrastructure ensures that you will trust NANDAN to be your partner in excellence

NANDAN GSE PVT. LTD.
Office: C-15, Nanddham Industrial Estate, Marol, Andheri (E) Mumbai - 400059 India
Works: D 205, MIDC Turbhe, Navi Mumbai - 400705 India
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